Abstract. We classify the computable and semicomputable algebras in terms of finite equational initial algebra specifications and their properties as term term rewriting systems, such as completeness. Further results on properties of these specifications, such as on their size and orthogonality, are provided which show that our main results are the best possible.
Introduction
In algebraic data type theory, data types are modelled semantically by many sorted universal algebras, and are specified by means of equational or conditional equational axioms, most commonly up to isomorphism using initial algebra semantics for the specification. Algebras of particular interest are the computable and semicomputable algebras. The algebras that can be algebraically specified using initial algebra semantics are precisely the semicomputable algebras [Bergstra and Tucker 1987] .
We examine the term rewriting properties of finite equational hidden function specifications of data types and we give an algebraic characterization of the computable data types in terms of complete term rewriting systems. A complete term rewriting system is one whose reductions or rewrites satisfy the Church-Rosser property and are strongly terminating.
The first theorem we prove is this: THEOREM 1.1, Let A be a jinitely generated minimal Z algebra. Then, the following are equivalent:
(1) A is computable.
(2) There is a finite equational specification (~0, EO) such that (i) Sort(z) = Sort(ZO) and X G X,;
(ii) (Z,, EO) is a complete term rewriting system; (iii) I(z@ EO)lx = A.
Furthermore, the (20, EO) may be taken to bean orthogonal term rewriting system, and the sizes 120 I and IEO I depend upon the algebra A.
The fact that (2) implies (1) is straightforward and is a principal reason for the usefulness of complete term rewriting systems. The fact that (1) implies (2) is more difficult.
The specific properties of the equational specification (2., EO) constructed in the theorem suggest a number of questions. Of special interest is the fact that the size of the specification (2., EO) is large and depends on the algebra A. In our previous studies, we showed that any computable algebra could be given a very small equational specification: for example, in Bergstra and Tucker [1983b] , we constructed a finite equational specification (El, El) in which the number of hidden functions needed is 3n and the number of equations is 2n, where n is the number of sorts in the signature Z of the algebra A. In particular, we note that the size of (Zl, El) is independent of A and, indeed, independent of the number of constants and operations in the signature 2 of A. Can any computable algebra be given such a small finite equational specification that is also a complete term rewriting system? We show that there is a finite data type such that any equational specification which is a complete term rewriting system must be dependent on the algebra and must be large (Theorem 6.1.1). Thus, the specification in the main theorem above cannot be improved in this regard. To further complement the theorem and to provide a comprehensive picture of its scope we examine the term rewriting properties of computable and semicomputable algebras.
We show that a computable algebra can have an infinite recursive equational specification without hidden jimctions that is an orthogonal complete term rewriting system (Theorem 4.3. 1) . From this construction, we obtain a finite equational specification without hidden functions for a finite algebra that is an orthogonal complete term rewriting system (corollary 4,3,2), We construct an algebra of sets to show that the hidden functions in an equational specification that is a complete term rewriting system can be essential for the construction of normal forms (Theorem 6.2.1). (1) A is semicomputable.
(2) There is an infinite recursively enumerable equational specification (Z, E) such that (i) (2, E) is a complete term rewriting system; (ii) I(Z, E)~A.
However, the recursively enumerable complete term rewriting specification (2, E)
cannot be replaced by a recursiue complete term rewriting specification, nor can it be replaced by a recursively enumerable orthogonal complete term rewriting specification.
The basic concepts on equational specifications and term rewriting systems are carefully defined in Section 3, and on computable and semicomputable algebras in Section 4. In Sections 5-7, we prove the theorems: results about computable algebras are in 5 and 6, and results about semicomputable algebras are in Section 7. Section 2 explains briefly some theoretical issues concerning data types which the theorems address. This paper belongs to our series of studies on the adequacy and power of algebraic specification methods for data types which we began in Bergstra and Tucker [1979] (see also Bergstra and Tucker [1987] ), which is summarised in Section 2. A single sorted form of Theorem 1.1 was first announced in Bergstra and Tucker [1980b] and its proof outlined. Here, the theorem is reformulated using current term rewriting theory and a full proof in the many sorted case is given. The other theorems are new. For applications of the theorems, it is the many sorted case that is important. We have found that it is not satisfacto~to transform the proof for single sorted algebras to a proof for many sorted algebras, because an informal account of the extension is unable to get at details we consider to be important. As in our previous studies, we exploit proof methods based on recursion schemes on the natural numbers. Algebraic aspects of the K-recursive functions and the primitive recursive Kleene T-predicate are used to provide arguments that are algebraically detailed and natural. Related to the proof of Theorem 1.1 are methods for simulating the behavior of Turing machines using rewrite systems (mentioned in, e.g., Dershowitz [1987] ). In particular, Dauchet [1989] indicates that a Turing machine computation can be encoded in a single orthogonal rewrite rule that gives rise to a terminating TRS. These Turing machine methods offer an approach different from the recursion scheme methods we have used here and in the past. In either case, the main technical problem in the paper is to obtain a specification of the target algebra without the use of hidden sorts.
The reader is assumed well versed in initial algebra specification methods:
see Goguen et al. [1978] , Ehrig and Mahr [1985] , and Wirsing [1990] ; knowledge of our earlier work is desirable but not strictly necessary. Knowledge of the theory of the recursive functions is necessary: see Cutland [1980] , for instance.
Finally, we thank the referees for their many valuable comments that have helped us improve the paper.
Initial Algebra Semantics and Data Types
We will summarize the context for the theorems in the theory of data types. To specify the data type, an axiomatic theory (2, 11) is used so that K c ALG(Z, E). In particular, if E is a set of equations or conditional equations and K = ALG( Z, E), then 1(K) = K, and where the proof system is that for equational or conditional equational logic applied to closed terms. Thus, for any recursively enumerable E we know that =~is recursively enumerable. However, the specification (Z, E) is desired to be finite.
We know from Bergstra and Tucker [1987] What finite algebraic specification methods exist that specie all and only the computable data @pes?
As noted in the Introduction, one answer to this question in Bergstra and Tucker [1983b] is that an algebra A is computable if, and only if, it can be given an equational specification (2, E), using a small number of hidden functions and equations, such that~is isomorphic with the initial and final algebras of (X, E). In Bergstra and Tucker [1983a] the cosemicomputable algebras where shown to be precisely the algebras defined by algebraic specifications under final algebra semantics; see also Bergstra and Tucker [1980] and Meseguer et al. [1992] . Here the properties of the specification (X, E) that determine the decidability of the congruences for initial algebras are analyzed. The equations E may be interpreted as left-to-right rewrite rules for transforming terms of T(2).
Thus, (Z, E) serves both as an axiomatic specification for a variety of models, and as a term rewriting system, intended to formalize a system of deductions, governed by simple algebraic substitution rules, within which a deduction t+t' implies t -K t'
(but not conversely). The choice of (2, E) leads to a transversal or set Y of normal forms for =~: given t,t'G T(Z), to decide t =~t' one uses E to calculate their prescribed "normal forms" n, n' E Y and on completing the deductions t +E n, t'+E n' one checks n = n'. Let A = ( As:s = S) be an S sorted family of nonempty sets, and = = ( =$ :s = S) bean S sorted family of equivalence relations on A. A transversal for = is a set .l = (l, : s c S) where for each s = S, 1. GAS and for each a e A, there is one and only one t G J, such that t =, a.
Let A = (A, :s e S} be a S sorted family of nonempty sets. A reduction system or a replacement system on the many sorted set A is an S sorted family 
Let
=R denote the smallest equivalence relation on A containing 'R . It is an easy exercise to show that for each s = S and for a, a' = A,: a -R a' = there is a sequence a = bl, ..., b~= a' such that for each pair s bi, bi+~GA, there exists a common reduct Ci q A, for
I<i<k-1.
Using this characterization of =R, it is straightforward to prove this fact:
LEMMA 3.2.1. The reduction system~R on A is Church-Rosser f, and onĩ f, for eachs = S and for any a, a' G A, if a 'R, a', then there is c~A, so that U 4R C and a' 'R. c. $ LEMMA 3.2.2. Let -+R be a Church-Rosser weak~terminating reduction system on A. Then the set NF( 'R ) of normal forms is a transversal fOr 'R.
PROOF.
Since every element a GA, reduces to some normal form n G NF~( 'R ), the set NF~(~~) contains representatives for each equivalence class of =R . To check uniqueness, let n, m G NF,( 'R ) and assume n 'R$ m. By Lemm~3.2.1, there is c GA, so that n 'R$ c and m~R, c, but Since n, rn are normal forms n = c, m = c and so n = m.
Q.E.D. If~R is an algebraic reduction system on an algebra A, theñ~i s a congruence on A.
We next explain how a reduction system is generated by a set of one-step reductions and how these sets of one-step reductions can be determined from quite arbitrary sets.
Let +~be a reduction system on an S sorted set A = (A,: s = S). Let X bean S sorted subset of A XA, that is, X = (X, :s = S) where X$ CA$ xA,.
Then X is said to generate *R as a set of one-step reductions if X is reflexive and~R is the smallest transitive set containing X, that is, the transitive closure of X.
Let~~be an algebraic reduction system on an S sorted algebra A. Then X L A X A is said to generate -+~as a set of algebraic one-step reductions if X is reflexive; X is closed under unit substitutions in the following sense: writing and -+~is the transitive closure of X.
In the set-theoretic case any reflexive set determines a reduction system in its transitive closure. In the algebraic case, any reflexive set, closed under unit substitutions, can be shown to determine an algebraic reduction system in its transitive closure. Thus, in either case, starting with an arbitra~set D G A X A one can construct a one-step reduction relation +~(1) containing it and hence a set-theoretic or algebraic reduction system -+~.
TERM ALGEBRAS.
We will apply these ideas to specify algebraic reduction systems on the term algebra T(2) and connect them with the initial algebras of equational theories. First, we give definitions of the primary notions of terms, equations, term evaluation etc.
3.3.1. Terms. Let X be a set of variable names. For s G S and x =X, we call x' an s sorted variable. Let X. be the set of all s sorted variables.
Let V = (~: s q S) where~c X.. We define the 2 term algebra T(X, V) of terms over Z in variables of V as follows. The family of carriers of T(S, V) is where the T'(Z, V) are inductively defined simultaneously over S:
(ii) for c G 2A,, c" = T$2, V); and (iii) for a =~~,,, where w = w(l) """ w(k), and ti~TW(i)(S, V); CT%l,.. ., t,k) =~,(~,~).
Notice that the type can be determined from each term.
The constants of T(X, V) are defined for c = 2*,,,
and the operations are defined for cr = 2W,,,
This makes T(Z, V) a Z-algebra. We write T(Z, X) for~= X,, s c S, the complete family of sorted variables named by X. T(X, V) is a subalgebra of T(2, X). We write T(Z) when V. = Ql s c S. The terms of 2"( Z) are called closed.
A signature Z is (fully) instantiated or nonvoid if for all s = S Definition 3.3.1.1. A term rewriting system or TRS is any algebraic reduction system on a term algebra.
Equations.
Let X be a signature and X a set of variable names. An equation of sort s e S is an expression e of the form
where t(X), t'(X) e 7',(Z, X). Let Eqn,(Z, X) be the set of such equations and Eqn(Z, X) = (Eqn~(2, X)ls c S).
Let E = ( E,ls = S) be a set of equations with E, c Eqn,(Z, X). Then E is finite if S is finite and E, is finite for each s = S.
Let e, e' = T.(Z, X). We say e and e' are a-equivalent if there is a permutation of the set X of variable names that transforms e to e'. We write e =. e' if e and e' are equivalent.
Let [e]a = {e' = Eqn$(X, X)le' =. e}. Let E = ( E,ls~S) be a set of equations. Define the a-closure E of E to be E= (EJS es) , where E, = {e' = Eqn,(Z, X)le' +. e for some e q E,} = u,e~$[e]a,
We say that E is a-closed if E = E.
Term Evaluation.
We define the term evaluation Z homomorphism val~: T(2) + A. The map val~= ( val~:s = S ) is defined by induction on terms simultaneously over S. For c G ZA,,, ualj(cs) = cj.
For o E ZW,~, valj(cr'(tl, ..., t~)) = m~S(ualW(l)(tl),..., ualW(~)(t~)).
Then val~is clearly a homomorphism (by definition of constants and operations on T(Z)). We often write ual for val~when the A is understood.
LEMMA 3.3.3.1. The map val~: T(S) + A is Q 2 homomorphism and is unique as such.
The congruence derived from ual~we write and =; on A, is defined by t s; tt iff ualj(t) = valj(t').
Thus, if val~is an epimorphism,
Note A is Z minimal if val~is a subjection.
Consider =~on T(2).
A term transversal for A is a family T = (T; : s & S) such that for each s e S, T; g T.(2) and for each a = As there is exactly one t G 7" such that
..., tk)E T; for each subterm tiG T~W(i).
A standard construction of a canonical term transversal T is to order T,(S) lexically and for each a = A choose the first (and so shortest) t e T,(Z) such that ualj(t) = a. To see this is canonical, note that if t = u '(tl, ,..,tk)and ti is not a shortest term for a = A~(i) then we can replace tiwith a shorter term that would contradict that t is in the transversal T.
3,4. TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS. Let T(2, X) be the algebra of terms over X in variable names X. Let E c Eqn(Z, X) be a set of equations such that for each t = t'e E the LHS t is not a variable and all the variables in the RHS t' also appear in t.We can define a set D(E) c T(X) X T(2) by
. .,r~), (rl,l,..., r~)) : t = t' e E, and ri CET(~)w(i)} and so obtain the smallest set~~(1) of algebraic one-step reductions containing D(E), and the algebraic reduction relation~~it generates. This formalizes the use of equations in derivations of terms in T(Z) where the reduction t +E t' requires substitutions to be made in some equation e = E and the LHS of e is replaced by the RHS of e in t to obtain t'.
Definition 3.4.1. We call the pair (Z, E) an equational term rewriting system or equational TRS, for short.
The first set of properties of a term rewriting system (2, E) is now defined by applying the properties of reduction systems to~~; for example: The term rewriting system (S, E) is complete if the reduction system -~on T(Z) is Church-Rosser and strongly terminating. We denote by AT'(Z, E) the set of all normal forms of~~and by =~the congruence associated to -~. 
T(Z, E) = T(Z)/
GE is the initial algebra of ALG(2, E).
LEMMA 3.4.3. Let A be a minimal Z algebra. Let (Z, E) be a weakly terminating TRS. If A k E and NF(2, E] is a transversal for 'A , then
We shall show that for t,t'c T(Z),
Case (i). Suppose t =E t'.Then, by Birkhoff's Completeness Theorem, E + t = t' and since A q ALG(Z, E) we have E R t = t', by soundness. This means that valA(t) = valA(t') in A, that is, t -A t'.
Case (ii).
Suppose t =A t'. Since the TRS (Z, E) is weakly terminating we can calculate its normal forms for all terms using a function nf~. We know that t =~nf~(t) and t' -~nffi(t').
By the result of case (i), using A k E, t -A rzfE(t) and t' -A nfE(t').
Since t =A t',
but since NF(2, E) is a transversal for~~, this implies
Thus,
and by t) t =E t'.
Q.E.D. (ii) for any rule t = t' E E, t does not overlap with itself in the following sense: there exist closed substitutions T, p of t such that~(t) is a proper subterm of p(t) and the outermost function symbol of t-(t) occurs as a part of t. Let A be an algebra of signature ZA.
Then A is said to have a jinite equational specification (S, E) if Z = 2A and E is a finite set of equations over T(X, X) such that T(2, E)~A. we can define equivalently a data type to be computable when its initial algebra is computable.
We will describe the computability properties of term algebras that we will need. Definition 4.2.1. Let Z be an S sorted signature and X a countable set of variable names used to make S sorted variables, Let T(S, X) be the 2 term algebra over X. Then T'( 2, X) is a computable algebra.
Let y be a computable numbering for T(2, X). Without loss of generality, we assume that y has the following properties.
(i) Let G be a recursive S algebra of numbers with G, = N for all s G S, and let y: G+ T(X, X) and y-]: T(X, X)~G be~-isomorphisms.
(ii) Let y be standard in the sense of Mal'cev [1961/1971] ; this means that we can decide when a term is a variable, compute subterms of a term, etc.
(iii) Let y satisfy the following monotonic property: for each s = S, and context t(x") = T"( 2, X) with single variable x" of sort u, then for all rl, r2~T.(S, X), Then IEI < mlk.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let us restate the first theorem. THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a jlnite(y generated minimal Z algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(2) There is a finite equational specification (2., EO) such that (i) Sort(s) = Sort(ZO) and X G 2S.; (ii) (20, EO) is a complete term rewriting system; (iii) 1(2., EO)IX = xl. Furthermore, the (ZO, EO) maybe taken to be an orthogonal term rewriting system, and the sizes IXOI and IEO I depend upon the algebra A. We assume that each of the p constants has the form for some s = S, and that each of the q operations are total recursive functions on N having the form f:~w(l) x """ xRW(~) *R, for some w(1),..., w(k), s = S.
To make RO, we add to R the following constants and functions: of R we add a recursive function f': RI X """ X RI + RI that simulates f on R1. This f' is defined by For each operation symbol F = SW,,,
(5) (6)
(8) in previous notation, we note rI, < 2.2q -t-2.rI = 2(2q + I-f).
Thus, the number of equations depends on the size of the finite carriers and the structure of (the enumeration of) the operations. The jinite equational specification (20, EO) is an initial algebra specification of R~, that is,
RO = T(ZO, EO).
As a TRS, (2., EO) has the following propetiies:
(i) it is orthogonal (ii) it is strongly terminating; From (i) and (ii), it follows that (2., EO) is a complete TRS.
PROOF.
Clearly, RO satisfies EO by construction. We will prove these statements in the order (i) followed by (iii). Then we will assume (ii) and deduce that RO G T(ZO, EO). Finally, we prove (ii) in the next subsection 5,3. = ['such'] for all x c Ri. Since the numerals are normal forms 5.2.4 .l(iii); the map is injective.
If the strong termination property 5.2.4. l(ii) holds then every term has a normal form that is a numeral and so the map is subjective.
We show @ is a homomorphism.
Let~be any operation symbol in SO of type u(l) X 00. X u(k)~v naming the operation~in T(lO, EO) and the operation A in RO; we show that
The RHS is
by definition of~in T(20, EO). To show that these terms are equivalent in EO we reason as follows: Note that since RO is an algebra of numbers,
If the strong termination property 5.2.5(ii) holds, since the numerals are the normal forms, we have
for some y e N. Thus, because RO satisfies EO,
and, by uniqueness, y = A(xl, ..., x~). Therefore, and let the signature 20 of RO be ordered in this way. We shall now prove the lemma by induction on the position of~in this ordering of ZO.
The proof divides into a basis case, and an induction step involving nine cases, many of which split into subcases. In every case, we argue by contradiction. We assume that an infinite reduction 
That (a) implies (b) is immediate.
Consider the converse. Consider the arbitra~infinite reduction sequence t+t1+t2+ """'t~+tN+l + """-If this is infinite, then the reduction sequence tN+tN+~+ """ is infinite and involves~at the first step. By (b), we deduce that this is impossible.
Hence, t is strongly terminating. Q.E.D.
Thus, in each argument, we will examine the reduction t-?tl and show that tl is strongly terminating (often it cannot be further reduced). We now begin the proof by induction on the position of~in the list. & is~SUCC and t = lSUCC(S).
There is no equation in EO that allows us to rewrite lSUCC, so an infinite reduction sequence from t starting with such a rewrite is impossible.
Induction
Steps is strongly terminating. By the basis case of induction on the list, we know t~is strongly terminating.
Subcase 2b. The sort i = 1 + 1,..., n is finite. Only rules (4) and (5) can be applied to the reduction t -+ tl and in both cases tl must be a normal form.
Case 3.~is 'UNFOLD for 1 s i s n and t =iUNFOLD(s).
In the reduction t -+ tl only eq. (6) and (7) We will classify these cases using the function named by & Subcase 4a. Constant fimction.~names A(xl,. . . . Xk) = 10. Ift-~(sl,..., Sk), then the only equation that applies is (13i) and so tl =10 and is a normal form. The sequence halts and t is strongly terminating. Subcase 4b. Projection.
J names A(xl,..., Xk) = Xj. If t= &l,..., Sk), then the only equation that applied is (13ii). Hence, tl -Sj, which is strongly terminating by hypothesis.
Subcase 4c. Successor.~names A(x) = 'SUCC(X).
If t =~(s), then the only equation that applied is (13iii).
Hence, tl = lSUCC(s), which is strongly terminating by the earlier basis case of this lemma.
Hence, t is strongly terminating. A is~. and t =~(r, s, u) where s is (sl, . . . ,s~).
The only equations that can be applied to the first reduction are (10) and (11). Define X(r, s) = ( pz) [gj(z, ual(s) 
We argue using induction on X(r, s).
Basis. X(r, s) = o. (s~)) .
By the previous cases 1, 2, and 6, we deduce that tl and (hence) t are strongly terminating.
Q.E.D.
Up to case 5, where~appears, our proof could be replaced by a shorter but more advanced argument based on the recursive path ordering. Let t G T(2) be the normal form of cl. Then, for 1 s j s n, t is the normal form of Cj. To see this note that and, because Am is specified by (2, E), Et-cl=cj so c1 and cj have a common reduct because (X, E) is confluent. Thus, we deduce that at most one of cl,..., c. could be the normal form t.
Examples of Term Rewriting Specifications
Suppose that Cj is not the normal form t. Then, there must be a rule ej = 1(X) = r(X) that applies to Cj for X = Xl,..., Xl. Thus, 1(X) = Xi or 1(X) E cj. If 1(X) = Xl, then the TRS (2, E) cannot be terminating and indeed according to the definitions (Z, E) does not qualify as a TRS, so we exclude this case and assume that 1(X) = Cj. Now for the n -1 cases, where Cj is not a normal form, we obtain n -1 equations ej with LHS Cj. Thus, IEl > n -1. Q.E.D. This example is taken from Bergstra et al. [1989] .
THEOREM 6.2.1. Let (Z, E) be a finite equational complete TRS specification for the 20 algebra F, so that
Then there is a t e T(20) whose normal form t, = T(2) with respect to (X, E) does not lie in T(2iO).
PROOF.
First consider the terms of T(ZO). Any t e Tna,(20)has the form S1(0). Any t G T, C, (20) Now let (X, E) be a complete TRS specification for the algebra F. Notice that E cannot contain any rule 1(X) = r(X) where 1(X) and r(X) are terms of sort nat. This is because 7"~z(z, 1?) is the free term algebra on O and S, and any rule that is an equation valid in F would be a syntactic identity that leads to nonterminating derivations using (Z, E),
We define a term t c T',,(20) that will satisfy the conclusion of the. theorem. Let k = nm.x{llhs(e)l: e = E} + 1.Define 0) ).
Let il G T(X) be the normal form of t.
Suppose for a contradiction tl e T(2iO). Let
Notice that for i = 1,..., d
We now take t2= T(20) to be tl with S~(0) and S2~ (0) changed, that is,
We know that We will construct a substitution a' such that m'(l(X, Z)) is a subterm of tl.
Thus, in the case of o'(Z), the S~(0) and S2~(0) in CT(Z) are interchanged.
We know that m (1(X, Z)) is a subterm of t2.Then we can compare these terms starting from the innermost subterm Z. This leads to the following identities between the powers of the numerals: first by matching the subterm a(z),
and next by matching the remainder of m (1(X, Z)),
M(l) + rn(m-(1)) = 3k -l(d -e -q + 1).
To prove the claim, we must prove that m'(l(X, Z)) matches tl. This occurs if, and only if, the following identities hold and 3k -r(e) = l(d)
The set of identities A~are immediately derivable from A~. Consider the first identity of B2. We will show it is derivable from the first identity of BI, which is
There are two cases:
So substituting,
(ii) /(d -e) = 2k.
The other identities of Bz follow similarly from corresponding identities of l?,.
Results on Semicomputable Algebras
We now consider the situation for semicomputable algebras, (ii) Z' = {O, 1}* -Z is infinite.
Note that from (i) and (ii) it follows that e @ Z. If Z is nonempty, then Z is infinite.
We define a congruence == on A by X=zy if, and only if, x,y CZU{J-}orx=y.
Let Az = A\ -= . (1) as a LHS. Then equation e shows an overlap with a rule that allows 1 to reduce which must exist since -L is not syntactically equal to its normal form t~. This contradicts the orthogonality of E. We think that the development of many sorted term rewriting is an interesting and useful project, Arising in our work is the topic of the relationship between term rewriting systems over many sorted signatures with common subsignatures, Perhaps, new many sorted modularity results for term rewriting systems could lead to an easy and satisfying proof of many sorted case of Theorem 1.1 from a proof of the single sorted case.
